1st Dam

LADYJACK p,2,1:53.1; 4,1:51.3 ($271,389) by Cam's Card Shark. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Sweetheart P., leg and Final Little Mermaid Ser. at Pocono; second in Final Sweetheart P. Kentucky Sbd. Sale Co. P., Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Champlain S. From 9 previous living foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:54, 5 in 2:00, including:


LADY ANN CHRISTINE (M) p,2,1:57.2f; 1:53.4f ($125,300) (Artsplace). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Lou Babcie Filly S. Dam of BO BREEZE p,2,1:58.1h-17.

LADY JEN (M) p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.2 ($82,965) (Royal Mattjesty). 11 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S., Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. Grassroots at Georgian, Mohawk. At 3, third leg Ontario Sires S. Grassroots at Mohawk.

JACK APPLE p,3,1:54; 4,1:52.4 ($80,780) (Artiscape). 17 wins, 3 thru 4.

SMART ART p,2,2:01.4h; 4,1:59.3h ($8,394) (Artiscape). 4 wins, 2 thru 4.

Jack's Place (M) ($14,620) (Artsplace). At 2, third in Robert Stewart S. Dam of SAN O WAR p,2,2:00.3h; 1:58.2h.

Producer: Tum Left p,2,2:02.3f (dam of BIG LEFT TURN p,3,1:56.2h).

2nd Dam

ADORED YANKEE p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:56.2f ($125,972) by Nero. 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Freestate; leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, leg Metropolitan Ser. at Freestate (2); second in Hanover Filly S., Final Metropolitan Ser. at Freestate, leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo; third in Lady Baltimore P. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello; second in New York State Fair S., Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 5 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:

ATLANTIC YANKEE p,2,Q2:03.3f; 3,1:53.3; 1:50.4 ($430,121) (Artsplace). 46 wins, 3 thru 11. At 2, second in cons. and leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg Trendsetter II S. at Meadowlands (2); third in Final Trendsetter II S. at Meadowlands, elim. New Jersey Classic.


Grandam of SIR HOWIE'S Z TAM p,3,1:53.2f; 1:51.2f ($178,736), COOL LIKE FIRE p,2,Q1:58.2h; 3,1:55h; 1:52.3f ($145,004), etc.

HOT PANS p,2,1:53.4f; 1:52.4 ($252,659) (Artsplace). 23 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft; third in Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft. From 12 foals, 9 in 1:55, 11 in 2:00, including:
